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ABSTRACT 
Let M.(F) be the algebra of all n × n matrices over an arbitrary field F, and for 
S, T c M.( F ), let ~T( S ) = { B E T : AB = BA for all A ~ S}. For each A ~ M~( F ), 
it is well known that ~M (F)(C~M (F)(A)) = F[A], the algebra of polynomials in A over 
F. We determine ~M (F~(~CL(. "F)(A)). It turns out that ~'u (F)(~CL(n F)(A)) = F[ A] 
when IF[ > 2. When"IF[ = 2, ~M.(F)(~CL(.,F)(A)) = F[A]"unless A'has both 0 and 
1 as eigenvalues and the elementary divisors of greatest degree corresponding to 0 and 
1 are not repeated in the list of elementary divisors. In this exceptional case, 
~M,,(F)(~C;L(., F)(A)) = F[ A] • R, where R is an explicitly described two dimensional 
subspace of M.(F). We also determine ~c.e(.. v)(~CL(., F)(A)). © Elsevier Science 
Inc., 1997 
Let M.(F )  be the algebra of all n x n matrices over an arbitrary field F. 
For S, T c Mn(F)  , let 
%(S)  = {B ~ T:  AB = BA for all A ~ S}. (1) 
For any A ~M, (F ) ,  it is well known that ~M(F) (~M(F) (A) )= F[A], 
the algebra of  polynomials in A over F [2~. We "will determine 
~'M(F)(WCL(n F)(A)).  When IF[ > 2, it is easy to show that 
WM"(F)(WCL(,, ~)(A)) = F[ A]. However, when I FI = 2, the situation becomes 
more subtle. The subtleties reside in the centralizer of a nilpotent matrix. A 
major part of  our proof is to analyze the centralizer of a nilpotent matrix. 
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LEMMA 1. Let A ~ M,,(F) be nilpotent with minimal polynomial x k, 
and let V = F". 
(i) I f  w ~ V such that A k- ~w 4: O, then every A-invariant subspace U of 
V with F[ A]w O U = {0} extends to an A-invariant subspace W such that 
V= F[ a ]w @ W. 
(ii) I f  v E V with Av = O, then there exists a w ~ V and an A-invariant 
subspace W such that V = F[ A ]w • W and v ~ F[ A ]w. 
Proof. (i) is well known. (See, for example, the proof of [1, Lemma 6.8, 
Chapter 4.) 
(ii): I f  v ~ A t -  IV, the result follows innnediately from (i). I f  v ~ A k- 1V, 
choose w I ~V such that A k Iwa 4: 0. We claim that F[A]w 1 AFv  ={0}. 
For otherwise, v =f (A)w 1 for some f ~ F[x]. Then Af (A)w = Av = O. 
Since A k- l w 4: 0, one easily sees that f must be a multiple of x k- 1. But 
then v =f (A)w 1 ~ A k- IV, which is a contradiction. By (i), Fv extends to an 
A-invariant subspace W l such that V = F[A]w l • W 1. Using induction on 
dim V, we find W a = F[ A]w • W 2 for some A-invariant subspace W e of W 1 
and some w ~ W 1 such that v E F[A]w. Thus V = F[A]w • (F [A]w 1 
W2), and we have the desired result. • 
LEMMA 2. Let A ~ M, (F )  be nilpotent with minimal polynomial xk. Let 
W = fin and 
Y = {v v :  Nv = Ofora l tn i lpote , , tN  (2) 
Then dim Y <~ 1. Furthermore the following are equivalent: 
(i) x k is not a repeated elementary divisor of  A. 
(ii) All elements of  ~M,,(F)( A) have a common eigenvector. 
(iii) dim Y = 1. 
(iv) Y=A k- iV. 
Proof. Choose w I ~ V such that Ak-~wl  4: O. We claim that Y c 
F[ A]w 1. Otherwise choose v ~ Y \ F[ A]w 1. By Lemma 1, we can write 
V = F[ A]w 1 • F[ A]w @ W,  where W is A-invariant and v ~ F[ A]w. Now 
the linear map V --* V : g (A)w ~ Ak- lg (A)w l ,  where AZw = O, AZ- lw -4: 
O, g (x )  ~ F[x], commutes with the action of A on V and hence corresponds 
to a nilpotent element N in ~ ~r)(A). But Nv ~ O, which is a contradiction. 
Define ~b:F[A]w 1 ~ F['A]w 1, z ~Az .  Then d imkerq~= 1. Since 
AY = 0, Y c ker ~b. Hence chln Y ~< 1. 
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(i) ~ (ii): By (i), A k 1V has dimension 1 and is invariant under 
~M,,(e~(A)- Hence (ii) follows, 
(ii) ~ (iii): Common eigenvectors of ~u (F~(A) are in Y. 
(iii) ~ (i): Suppose to the contrary of (i] that x k is a repeated elemen- 
tary divisor of A. Then dim Ak-~V>~ 2. Choose wl, w 2 ~ V such that 
A k- lw 1 and A k- lw 2 are linearly independent. Then one can easily see that 
F[A]w 1 N F[A]w 2 = {0}. By the first paragraph of this proof, Y c 
F[ A]w I fq F[ A]w 2. Hence diin Y = 0, which is a contradiction. 
(i) =* (iv): By (i), A k 1V is a 1-dimensional eigenspace of all elements in 
~M (~,~(A). Hence A~- IV  c Y. Since dim Ak- lV  = 1 >1 dim Y, we have 
y~A k IV. 
(iv) ~ (iii): We have dim Y = dim A k- 1V >~ 1. • 
LEMMA 3. Let  A ~ M, (F )  be nilpotent and let B ~ M, , (F)  be such that 
BN = NB for  all nilpotent N ~ ~M.¢p)(A). Then B ~ F[A]. 
Proof. Let 
N(k)  = 
1 ' I (k )  = 1 ' 
0 
(3) 
We may assume A = N(k l) • ... • N(kr)  , k 1 >~ ... >t kr >t 1. Let 
Bll "" B)r] 
B= Birl ... B:rr j (4) 
be blocked compatibly with the blocking of A. We first show that Bij = 0 for 
all i # j. Without loss of generality, let i = 1, j = 2. Note that 
N = 
o(k,) o ] 
[o o(k2) • 0(k3) • ... • 0(kr) (5) 
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is nilpotent. Now BN = NB implies B12[0 I(ke)] = 0, i.e., B~2 = 0. Thus 
B = B H • "" • Brr. For  each 1 <~ i <~ r, Bii commutes with N(ki);  hence 
B,~ =f~(N(k , ) )  for some ~ ~ F[x]. That BN = NB, where N is in (5), also 
implies 
[0 I ( k~) ] f l (N(k , )  ) =f~(N(kt ) ) [0  I (k~) ] ,  (6) 
namely, 
[, , ] 
f~(N(k , ) )= 0 fe (N(k2) )  " (7) 
From (7), the coefficients of x k (0 <~ k <~ k z) in f2 and in f l  are the same. 
Hence f2 (N(k2) )=f l (N(k2) ) .  In the same way, f~(N(k , ) )=f l (N(k~) )  for 
all 1 ~< i < r. Therefore B =f l (N(k l ) )  • ... ~ f r (N(k~) )  =f l (N(k l )  
• .. • X(k~)) =f l (A) .  • 
THEOREM. Let A ~ M, (F ) .  Then ~M.(F)(~'GL(n,F)(A)) = F[A] except 
in the foUowing situation: IF[ = 2, A has both 0 and 1 as eigenvalues, and 
the elementary divisors of  greatest degree corresponding to 0 and 1 are not 
repeated in the list of  elementary divisors. In this exceptional situation, 
~M,,(r)(~GL(.. F~(A))  = F[  A] @ R, (8) 
where R is two dimensional. 
Proof. First  assume IFI > 2. We claim that ~M,,(F)(A) = 
span ~'CL(,, e)(A). (Then ~M,,(F~(~(:L(,, e~(A)) = ~'M,.(F~(~M,,(F~(A)) = F[ A].) 
For  any B ~ ~'M,,(F~(A), we may write B = B o * B 1 where B 0 is ni lpotent 
and B 1 is invertible. Then F[B] = F[B 0] * F[B1]. Choose a ~ F \{0 ,  1}. 
Then B = ( I  • aB l) + [(B 0 - I )  • (1 - a)B1], where I • aB 1, 
(B 0 - I )  ~(1  - a)B i ~ F[B] are invertible. Hence B ~ spanieL(, , ,  F~(A). 
Now assume IFI = 2. We may write A = A o • A i • A e where A 0 and 
A 1 - I are ni lpotent and A 2 has neither 0 nor 1 as an eigenvalue. Then one 
easily sees that 
(9) 
where s, t are the sizes of A 0 • A 1 and A 2 respectively. 
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We first show that 
~:~M,(F)(~'~GL(t,F,( A2) ) = F[ A21. (10) 
We may write A 2 = Q1 ~ "'" ~ Qh, where the elementary divisors of Q~ are 
powers of Pi, and Pl . . . . .  Ph ~ Fix]  are distinct and irreducible of degrees 
>7 2. We may further assume that Qi is a direct sum of matrices of the form 
e, 
I 
(11) 
where Pi is a companion matrix of Pi. (Since Pi is separable over F, one can 
see that the matrix in (11) is a companion matrix of a power of p,.) F[ Pi] is a 
field with at least four elements. Let d i = deg Pi, rid~ = the size of Q~. 
Then M~(F[Pi]) is naturally embedded in M r a(F). Clearly, ~M d (v)(Qi) = 
~M (F[P l)iQ~)" (One can see this by comparing the climensionsr'•f the two 
side's over F.) Hence ~eLCr d, v)(Qi) = ~CL(~ Fie D(Q' )" It also follows that 
~Mridi(F)(~GL(rldl, F)(Qi)) C Mr'(F[Pi]). Thus " ' 
~'Mrd(F) (~:'GL(rid  F ) (Q i ) )  = ~'Mq(F[P,])(~GL(r,d i, F ) (P i ) )  
= ~'Mq(F[Pi])(~GL(ri, v[e3)(Q,)) 
= (F[P i ] ) [Q,  ] = F[Qi] .  (12) 
Therefore 
~M,(F)(~GL(t,F)( A2) ) = ~Mt(F)(~GL(t,F)( Q1 ~t~ "'" ~ Qh) ) 
~M~hdh(F)( ~GL(rhd h ,F)(Qh) ) 
= F[Q1]  ~ "'" ~ F [Qh]  = F [Q1 ~ "'" ~ Qh]  
= F[A2]  , (13) 
which is (10). 
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Suppose B ~ ~:~M~(F)(~GL(s, F)(A 0 ~ A1) ). Write 
Bll B12] (14) 
B = B2 ~ B2 2 
compatible with A o ¢ A r Then clearly 
[ Bll 0 ] 0 B22 ~ VM~o (F)(~(:L('o'F)(A°)) ~ ~M~I(F)(VGL(sx'F)(A1))' (15) 
where So, s 1 are the sizes of A 0 and A 1 respectively. By Lemma 3, 
cgv~,{F)(~OL(s,, F)(A~)) = F[ A~ ] (i = 0, 1). Hence 
[ o1 0] B22 ~ F[ Ao] ~ F[ A1] = F[ Ao ~ A1]. (16) 
By (9), (10), and (16), we have 
~U,,(F)(~CL(n,F)(A)) = F[ A] • R, (17) 
where 
R = o 
( i8 )  
(Note: The • in (17) is the direct sum of vector spaces, not the block sum of 
matrices.) Clearly, 
B21 2 ~ ~M~(~)(~GL(~ ' ~.)(Ao ~ A1)) (19) 
iff UoB12 = B12U1, U1B21 = B21U o for all U~ ~ ~CL(s,,e)(Ai) (i = 0, 1). Since 
we may choose U 0 and U 1 independently, (19) is equivalent o UoB12 = 
B12U 1 = n12 , U1B21 = B21U 0 = B21 for all U~ ~ ~CLts,,FI(A~) (i = 0, 1), i.e., 
( i  - Vo) /3~ =/3~( i  - v~) = o, (1  - V l ) /3~ =/3~( I  - to )  = o 
forall U~GL(~, .F) (A~),  i=0 ,1 .  (20) 
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In particular, (20) implies 
NOB12 = BlzN1 = O, N1Bg_ t = B21N o = 0 
for all nilpotent N~ ~ ~M,,(v)(A~), i = 0, 1. (21) 
Let x k and x z be the minimal polynomials of A 0 and A 1 - I respec- 
tively. I f  x k is a repeated elementary divisor of A 0, then by Lemma 2, (21) 
implies B12 =0,  B21 =0.  Hence R ={0}. The same is true if x I is a 
repeated elementary divisor of A 1. Now assume that x k and x l are un- 
repeated elementary divisors of A 0 and A 1 respectively, and choose 0 4: 
v ~ Ako-  1F ~°, 0 4: v 1 ~ F s°Ako - x, 0 4: w ~ F ~ 
(A  1 - I )  1-1, 0 4: w 1 ~ (A  l - I ) t - l F  ~. Let B12, B21 satisfy (21). Then by 
L e m m a 2 t h e c o lu  m n s 
of B12 are scalar multiples of v and the rows of B12 are scalar multiples 
of w. Hence B12 = avw for some a ~ F. Similarly, B~21 = f lw lv  1 for some 
/3 ~ F. Hence 
Let U i ~ ~CL(~,. F)(Ai) (i = 0, 1). By Lemma 2, v, v 1 are eigenvectors of U0; 
w, w 1 are eigenvectors of U 1. The corresponding eigenvalues of these 
eigenvectors being nonzero, they must all be 1, since I FI = 2. Then one 
easily sees that 
io vw I [0 0] 
0 ' w lv  1 0 
both satisfy (20). Thus 
(i0 oWjo0,,,[0 0] ) R = span 0 wry 1 0 ~ O( t )  . • (24) 
REMARK. In the exceptional situation of the Theorem, if one writes 
A = J (k )  * [ I ( / )  + j ( / ) ]  • B, (25) 
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where x k and (x - 1) / are the elementary divisors of A of greatest degree 
corresponding to the eigenvalues 0 and 1, then 
{[:o Ii ... ° i]o. R = span 
• "" 0 
o(1) 
~0,  
o(k) o 
• .. o. o(l) 
"°" 0 
(26) 
EXAMPLE 1. Let F 2 = GF(2), 
a~ [~ ~1~ ~ ~ 
By the Theorem, dim ~M2(F2)(~:~GL(2, Fz)(A))= deg(the minimal polynomial 
of A) + 2 = 4. Hence ~M2(FO(f~zL(2,Fo(A)) = M2(F2). 
EXAMPLE 2 .  Le t  
[01] 
A = 0 ~ M~(V2). (2S) 
1 
By the Theorem, ~M3(F2)(~C:IJ(3. FD(A) )  = F[A] • R, where 
R = span 0 , 0 • 
0 1 
(29) 
Next, we determine ~C;L(,,,F)(~CL(,,,F)(A)) for A ~ Mn(F). We call a 
rectangular matrix upper triangular if it is of the form 
[* *] I* *] • o r  . (30) 
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LEMMA 4. Let 
Pll "'" Plk ] 
e = " ~ M. (F ) ,  (31) 
Pkl "'" Pkk ] 
where Pij is upper triangular of size n i × nj. Furthermore assunue that PO 
has constant diagonal entries Aij when Pij is square• Define Aij = 0 if Pij is 
not square. Then P is invertible iff (Aij) 1 < i,j< k is invertible. 
Proof. Assume n I . . . . .  n t > nt+ 1 >1 "" >~ n k. The 1st, (n 1 + 1)st, 
. . . .  (nt-1 + 1)st columns of P form the matrix 
ITs! 1
• • • /~ ' l t  
® 
/~" 1 "° "  t 
0 
° (32) 
If (Aij) 1 ,< i j< k is not invertible, the columns of the matrix (32) are linearly 
dependent'. Hence P is not invertible. Now assume that (Aij)l<i,j<~k is 
invertible. Then clearly 
Pll "'" Pt ] 
Pit 
el = (33)  
Pt l  " "  t 
is invertible, and 
I Q,, ... Q,,] e~- i  = • • (34)  
LQ,1 - Q , , /  
where Qi~ are upper triangular of size n I × n 1 (1 ~< i , j  <~ t). By looking at 
(p ( l  ~ I~P instead of P, we may assume 
Pll "'" Pit 
[i i] (35) 
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Eliminate blocks P~, (t + 1 <~ i <~ k, 1 <~j <~ t) in P by elementary row 
operations. The resulting matrix is of the form 
-I 
I 
P[+l,t+l 
Ptk , t  + l 
" ' "  e;+ l,k 
• . .  e tkk  
(36) 
where P'j are upper triangular of size n i x nj (t + 1 ~< i , j  <<. k), and Pi~ has 
constant diagonal entries )tij when P,'j is square. Now one gets the conclusion 
of Lemma 4 by induction. • 
COROLLARY. Let A ~ Mn(F) have characteristic polynomial g. Then 
unless in the exceptional situation of the Theorem, 
~CL(.,F,(~CL(.,F)(A)) = {f (A) : f~  F[x ] , ( f ,  g) = 1}. (37) 
In the exceptional situation, let x k and ( x - 1) t be the elementary divisors of 
A of greatest degree corresponding tothe eigenvalues 0 and 1, and write A as 
in (25). /jCk > 1 or 1 > 1, then 
~'CL(.,v~)(~cI~(,,,v~)(A)) = {f (A) : f~  F2[x ] , ( f ,  g) = 1} + R. (38) 
where R is in (26). I f  k = 1 = 1, then 
(39) 
Proof. (37) follows from the Theorem directly. For (38), one uses 
Lemma 4; for (39), one uses Example 1. • 
I thank the referee and the editorfi)r pointing out a mistake in an earlier 
version of this paper. I ant grateful to the referee for detailed valuable 
suggestions that led to the present version of the paper. 
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